
The DTF-720 interactive pen display combines a 
high-quality 17” LCD display with Wacom’s patented,  
cordless, battery-free pen technology. Using the 
pen on screen provides a natural way for clinicians,  
physicians and other healthcare professionals to work 
with electronic medical records and forms. Enjoy the 
benefits of an all-digital workflow while simulating a 
pen-on-paper experience.

The Wacom pen display is an excellent solution for  
interactive daily tasks such as charting patient  
information, populating data fields, completing forms 
with digital ink, writing notes, making diagrams, and 
completing digital admission and consent forms. The 
DTF-720 also provides an efficient way to illustrate 
conditions, treatments, and procedures for planning or 
educational purposes.

The DTF-720 can be inclined to angles between 17  
and 73 degrees. This adjustability, combined with the  

KEY BENEFITS 

• “Pen-point” accuracy and fast cursor control in any  

   application

• Natural hand-eye coordination allows you to work  

   more productively with your computer

• Cordless, battery-free pen and electromagnetic  

   technology for superior reliability and performance

• Adjustable stand provides comfortable working  

   positions

integrated grip areas, the integrated, top-loading  
pen holder, and a completely flat bezel make the 
DTF-720 extremely comfortable to use. 

The VESA standard mounting hole pattern on the 
back of the display allows the DTF-720 to be used 
with any third-party LCD mounting arm for flexible and 
secure attachment to a wall or a solid structure in any  
clinical environment. When used with an articulating 
LCD arm, the display can be swung down for convenient  
pen-on-screen work, repositioned for patient viewing, 
and pushed away for space saving while not in use.

The DTF-720 has a built-in VGA pass-thru connector  
that makes it easy to connect to a projector or a  
second monitor for interactive presentations and  
demonstrations. Annotating on screen with pen  
control is a powerful and natural way to communicate. 
Two built-in USB ports provide easy access to USB  
devices.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
General Display

Tablet Pen

Overall dimensions.......................................................15.75”W x 14.25”H x 5”D  

Weight...........................................................................13.2 lbs (including stand)  

Data port.......................................................................USB    

Graphics input/output..................................................Analog RGB (HD 15 pin)   

Stand adjustability........................................................17° to 73° incline   

Mounting system..........................................................VESA 75 mm   

Warranty........................................................................2 years   

Certifications.................................................................CE, FCC, UL   

Pen stand ......................................................................Integrated pen holder  

Power supply input.......................................................100-240 VAC 50-60 Hz  

Maximum power consumption.....................................37 W    

Type......................................................TFT active-matrix LCD 

Screen size..........................................17” diagonal   

Display area.........................................13.3” x 10.65”  

Resolution............................................SXGA (1280 x 1024 pixels) 

Number of colors.................................16.2 million  

Pixel pitch............................................0.264 mm x 0.264 mm 

Brightness............................................300 cd/m2  

Contrast ratio.......................................500:1  

Viewing angle.......................................70°/70° H, 67°/63° V 

Work surface........................................Glass   

    

Technology...........................................Patented electromagnetic resonance method 

Active area...........................................13.3” x 10.65”   

Resolution............................................508 lines per inch   

Coordinate accuracy............................+/- 1 pixel     

Reading height.....................................5 mm     

             

Type..............................Pressure-sensitive, cordless, battery-free  

Switches.......................Tip switch, 2 side switches    

Pressure levels..............512      

Grip...............................Plastic      

Model............................FP320      

Tether.............................24” nylon fiber included

        

DISPLAY
A 17” TFT active-matirix LCD, SXGA (1280 x 1024) pixel resolution with  
16.2 million colors. 

PEN TECHNOLOGY 
Patented cordless, battery-free technology for superior performance and  
reliability. A pen tether allows the pen to be secured to the display. 

SuRFACE 
A completely flat surface edge-to-edge allows the pen and hand to glide  
over the entire surface comfortably.

SECuRITY 
Slot allows easy attachment of a security cable. 

VGA PASS-THRu
Built-in VGA pass-thru connector allows easy connection to second monitor  
or projector that mirrors pen display 

uSB PORTS
Two integrated USB 2.0 ports provide easy access to portable USB devices. 

STAND 
A dynamically-adjustable stand allows 17 to 73 degrees of incline so the  
display can be adjusted to a comfortable working angle.   
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